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“XPLORATION WEIRD BUT TRUE”
SEASON III - 2018/2019

FCC FRIENDLY EPISODE WRITE-UPS

SECOND QUARTER
Week of April 1, 2019 through week of June 17, 2019

Week of April 1, 2019 (Episode #131)
Kirby has been getting into new technology for their crafts, but Charlie isn’t a fan.  While Kirby is 
off at tech camp, Charlie goes back to a traditional Colonial village to see how simpler things 
were in the olden days.

Week of April 8, 2019 (Episode #132)
Charlie and Kirby are heading to Virginia to explore the Weird But True world of CAVES!  With 
the help of a local scientist, our hosts will try their hand at spelunking and rappelling to get a 
closer look at what lies beneath the Earth’s surface.

Week of April 15, 2019 (Episode #133)
Charlie and Kirby are off to California to meet some of the most innovative minds on the 
planet… action sports athletes!  These pros have to train like athletes, but think like engineers – 
and Charlie and Kirby want to see if they’ve got what it takes to design and execute their own 
tricks.

Week of April 22, 2019 (Episode #134)                                                                                                                  
In this special “Who-Done-It” episode, a heist has been committed at HQ and Charlie and Kirby 
are on the case!  With a little help from some Forensic Scientists, they’ll take a look at how clues 
like fingerprints and footprints can help solve crimes.

Week of April 29, 2019 (Episode #135)
Houston, we have a problem! Charlie and Kirby want to be astronauts, but they have no idea 
where to start!  So, they’re off to NASA’s mission control in Houston to learn how to train for a 
job that is literally out-of-this-world.

Week of May 06, 2019 (Episode #136)
Charlie and Kirby learn where paper comes from and how recycling can help save trees by 
visiting a paper mill and recycling plant, and they learn some weird but true facts along the way.

Week of May 13, 2019 (Episode #137)
Charlie and Kirby are on a mission to build the perfect paper airplane.  So they meet up with a 
professional pilot to learn all about planes on a flight in a historic biplane! 
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Week of May 20, 2019 (Episode #138)
Vroom! Charlie and Kirby have a big soapbox derby race coming up, so they head to a racetrack 
for a crash course on racecars!

Week of May 27, 2019 (Episode #139)
Charlie and Kirby want to launch their own podcast, but they can’t figure out how to manage all 
of the noises in HQ!  So, they’re off to the quietest room in the world to learn how to harness 
sound.

Week of June 3, 2019 (Episode #140)
The science fair is coming up and Charlie and Kirby are determined to make a classic 
presentation worthy of first place, so they’re off to Hawaii to uncover the secrets of volcanoes! 

Week of June 10, 2019 (Episode #141)
Trees come in all shapes and sizes.  To unravel just how weird trees can be, Charlie and Kirby are 
off to climb giant sequoias that can grow to be over 250 feet tall!

Week of June 17, 2019 (Episode #142)
Charlie and Kirby have been left in charge of Patrick’s Coral Reef aquarium, but they have no 
idea how to take care of it.  So they’re off to meet a National Geographic explorer who can help!


